The convergence of cloud, social, mobile and information into a unified set of forces is shaping almost every IT-related decision.

Gartner
Mobile expands the impact of information

We’re transforming the “Information Worker”

Mobile Workers
Expected by 2015
(2x today)

1.3B
The way we work is changing IT
And it means changing how we think about security
Managing tradeoffs

Danger of Bypassing Security

Security and Control

Innovation, Agility and Growth
End user demand driving adoption and growth

Simple
Open
Mobile
Social
Secure
How does Box enable this shift?
OUR VISION:
Share, manage and access your content from any device, anywhere
Current Solutions Can’t Meet Requirements

- Painful and complicated for users
- Hard to share outside of org
- Slow and expensive to deploy
- Not scalable for the enterprise
- Lack security and management
- Decoupled from business workflow
Box: Loved by users and IT
We’re focused on serving the needs of the most complex enterprises and their users
Investing in enterprise insight and control

**Admin Console**
- Identity Integration
- Full-text Search
- Activity Reporting

- 2007–2008
- 100 employees

- 2009–2010
- 1K+ employees

**Device Pinning**
- Collaboration Controls
- Content Policies*
- Metadata*
- Content Workflow*
- eDiscovery*

- 2011–2012
- 10K+ employees

- 2013+
- 100K+ employees
Global compliance and controls

SSAE16 Type II, SOC1 and SOC2
Fully tested and verified by 3rd party

ISO 27001
Global standard for information security and systems control

HIPAA and HITECH
Trusted platform for PHI, PHRs and medical research

Safe Harbor, EU and Swiss
International data privacy controls and enforcement
End-to-end security, with content at the center

**Security**
- 256-bit AES encryption
- SSAE16 Type II datacenters
- SSO, AD, and authentication
- Deep sharing permissions

**Admins**
- User and group controls
- Reporting API
- Advanced search
- BI platform integrations

**Platform**
- Hardened datacenters
- Active threat detection
- 24x7x365 NOC monitoring
- Most secure cloud platform
Redefining cloud content security for Mobile

- Simplify: content at the center
- Usability is key
- Seek visibility for devices and apps
- Determine the right level of control
Global enterprises trust Box
Diverse use cases

File System Consolidation
External Collaboration
Enterprise Mobility
Open Platform

50k seats
13k seats
1k seats
2k seats